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BUY LOW,
SELL HIGH
A studio course at the Art Center College of Design
shows how low-tech materials can be woven—in one
case, quite literally—into high-end lighting BY VILMA BARR
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The Skin and Heart

LOOFAH LIGHTS. Student Sellene Lee created two luminaires made from

loofah decorative lights

natural loofah sponges. The “Skin and Heart” pendant light, made from inner

by Sellene Lee.

loofah hearts sewn together, emits a warm, tactile glow from a 25-W incandescent G-16.5 lamp. The “Skin and Heart” linear lights are made from the outer
loofah skin, turned inside out and wrapped in a spiral around a T5 fluorescent
lamp with remote ballast. They are installed at dynamic angles, intended as a
custom installation for a retail, restaurant or hospitality environment.

SHIRT LIGHTS. The “La Crespi” group of floor, table and pendant
lights are made from ribbed tee shirts that were manipulated, twisted,
wrapped, treated with non-toxic fabric stiffener and then sculpted into a
circular form. A 32-W CFL provides illumination. Student Jason Pi proposed teaming up with Homeboy Industries, a nonprofit organization
dedicated to teaching gang members new skills to help them escape the
streets and earn a living wage.

La Crespi: A shirt light by Jason Pi.

PLASTIC PENDANT. The “Plastic Bag Pendant” light from student Yoo Seon Hyun was
fabricated from heat-fused plastic bags and folded into an intricate origami form. This
project is an example of a functional recycling use for the 100 billion plastic bags that are
thrown away each year in the U.S. The fixture contains an 11-W CFL lamp.
The Plastic Bag Pendant
by Yoo Seon Hyun.
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The Ghost Walker illuminated vest by Soo Kwon.

THE ILLUMINATED VEST. The “Ghost Walker” illuminated
vest from student Soo Kwon creates a ghost-like silhouette of
the wearer as she zips up the vest. The garment is constructed of an inner and outer layer. Several surface-mounted LED
ribbons are affixed to a fabric substrate and connected to the
zipper via stitched conductive thread and wire. As the zipper
passes by each ribbon, it closes the circuit and illuminates
them sequentially. The surface-mounted flexible LED ribbon
has three LEDs spaced every 2 in. The nylon fabric functions
as a diffuser.

The Licht family of desk and
floor lamps by Soo Kwon.

LAMPS OF STEEL. The forms of “Licht”—a family of contemporary floor and table lamps from Soo Kwon—capture
how a beam of light is projected onto a surface. The process for making these lamps is the same used for producing
the frame of a conventional lampshade from powder-coated
galvanized steel wire. A 50-W R-20 lamp was used.

The Copper Hanging Columns and
Wall Lights by Deana Juskys.

COPPER REFLECTIONS. The “Copper Hanging and Wall
Lights” from student Deana Juskys use copper mesh to create
radiating patterns of reflected light. The hanging columns are
envisioned for a custom installation in a lobby or stairwell, while
the wall lights create a warm ambiance for living or dining. The
columns use 30-W PAR 36 spotlights in recessed 35-W cans. The
sconce is lighted by a 60-W T10 lamp.

Vilma Barr is a regular contributor to LD+A and has written, co-authored or edited 15 books on retailing and design.

At LIGHTFAIR 2009, Nuckolls Fund president Jeffrey Milham announced a new grant of up to $50,000 for 2010. Proposals
for grants are reviewed by the Fund’s board which selects recipients based on concept, originality and a summary of proposed
benefits. Submittals for the 2010 awards, including $20,000 awards for the development of new college- and university-level
lighting education courses, are due on February 5, 2010. For more information, visit www.nuckollsfund.org.
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